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1. INTRODUCTION
Handling mobility management on the Internet is not trivial, given the
heterogeneity of the devices involved; providers involved; and service
requirements. The Internet evolution requires re-thinking on mobility
management and re-thinking on how best to distribute functionality
across the network.

The contributions of this book to research in the field concern the
evolutionary design of mobility management architectures and
protocols and debate on approaches such as mobility estimation or
decoupling mobility management functions. The book starts with
today’s centralised approaches, going over the evolution towards the
de-centralization and distribution of mobility management, and
finishes with an explanation on information-centric support. In
comparison with state-of-the-art work on mobility management, the
book introduces concepts and examples that help to re-think mobility
management in a way that is better suited for an Internet of the future.

The book is, therefore, envisioned to assist in developing critical
thinking to back up novel functions and networking services. For that
purpose, the book debates solutions which are focused on a “better”
distribution of mobility management functions, including better
approaches to split mobility management functions.

The key findings of this book are four-fold. Firstly, it introduces a
debate on mobility management functions, based on different solutions
for the TCP/IP stack. Secondly, it introduces a fresh look into
decoupling mobility management functions; thirdly, it brings
awareness to the need to introduce mobility estimation as an essential
function of global mobility management. Fourthly, it addresses mobility
management from the perspective of an information and servicecentric Internet.
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1.1. Goals

1. Introduction

The chapters explore both existing solutions; new ways to investigate
mobility management; and directions and challenges for the future,
having in mind the evolution of next-generation networks towards
content-centric infrastructures. The main goals, from an audience
perspective, are:

• To learn about the evolution of mobility management
•

•
•

•

approaches, the reasons for their architectural design, and the
challenges to overcome.
To better understand the functional aspects of mobility
management, as well as the supported tasks; how to assist their
evolution; and the implications that arise from an operational
perspective.
To understand the role of mobility anticipation functions and
how estimation techniques can assist mobility management for
different environments, e.g., cellular, wireless environments.
To acquire knowledge about the functional aspects of mobility
management solutions and, therefore, to understand how such
functions can be placed and supported via new approaches, such
as mobile edge computing.
Globally, to become acquainted with one of the most relevant
networking functions that the Internet requires today and for
the future.

1.2. Structure

The book is based on a modular format with six distinct chapters.
Chapter 1 introduces the motivation and structure. Chapter 2 covers
mobility management notions and principles, including supporting
tasks and methods, as well as functional blocks. Chapter 3 presents
today's main mobility management architectures. Chapter 4 debates
how and why to distribute mobility management functionality end-toend. Chapter 5 describes the new fields of mobility modelling and
mobility estimation/anticipation, be it from a temporal perspective
(time to handover) or a location management perspective (target to
handover). Chapter 6 focuses on information-centric mobility
management aspects. Each chapter ends with an analysis of related
work followed by a summary. Chapters can, therefore, be handled as
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modules, for which the full content is as follows:
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• Chapter 2, The Quest for Global Mobility Management. This
module covers notions concerning mobility management, namely, what
is mobility management; basic notions; roles, functions, and tasks
supported. The aim is to provide a theoretical and operational
perspective for network management as a network service. It
comprises the following sections:

• Basic Notions of Multi-access Networks. These comprise
•
•
•
•
•

fundaments to assist the reader in understanding the complex
structure behind access networks and the limitations that
mobility management solutions face.
Personal, Device, Session, Service Mobility. These provide an
understanding of different definitions of mobility.
Supported Tasks: Multihoming, Location and Handover
Management. These concern the different processes handled in
mobility management.
Mobility Management Functional Entities. These debate
functional concepts, such as the concept of mobile node,
correspondent node, and mobility anchor points.
Related Work. This provides pointers for related work, so that
readers can deepen their knowledge on mobility management.
Summary.

• Chapter 3, Mobility Management Approaches. This chapter covers
mobility management approaches that are available today in multiaccess, heterogeneous networks. The module provides examples of
different TCP/IP stack layers. The motivation is to explain that mobility
management is feasible in different layers, and which implications arise
from relying on a specific solution. The module is also intended to assist
in understanding the limitations that current solutions face if applied
in the context of next-generation networks. The content provided is as
follows:

• Link Layer Management. This provides an example of how

mobility management is handled at the link layer, for cellular
networks (2G and 3G) and WiMAX.
• Network Layer Management. This addresses the most popularbased mobility management solutions, namely, Mobile IPv6 and
relevant extensions.
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• A bump-in-the-stack: HIP. This debates the Host Initiation
Protocol support for mobility management.

• Application Layer: SIP. This provides details on the Session
Initiation Protocol support for mobility management.

• Transport Layer Management: SCTP and M-SCTP. These debate

the solutions that support mobility management on the
transport layer.
• Related Work.
• Summary.

• Chapter 4, From Centralised to Distributed Mobility
Management. This chapter covers different attempts to further evolve
mobility management into a Decentralised operation, “closer” to the
end-user. The module explains the requirements of emerging network
architectures and provides a logical analysis as to how mobility
management functions can be decoupled, and the trade-off associated
with such design choices. The chapter provides the following content:

• Requirements of emerging network architectures. These explain
•
•

•

•
•

and exemplifiy new types of network architectures that are
emerging due to wireless and cellular advancements, as well as
due to user empowerment in the context of Internet access and
services.
User-centric Networking Notions. These explain the notion of
user-centricity from a network architectural perspective.
Defining Mobility Management: A Characterization. This
provides a functional debate on mobility management, based on
the emerging types of network architectures and their
requirements.
Moving Towards Decentralisation, an Example of Functional
Splitting. This explains how mobility management can evolve to
support decentralisation of services, based on a specific example
of data and control plane splitting.
Distributing Mobility Anchor Points. This debates the need to
handle a better placement and distribution of mobility anchor
points, explaining which solutions are available today.
Automatic Detection of Mobility Anchor Points. This debates
solutions to assist the automatic detection of mobility anchor
points, a relevant aspect to take into consideration in scenarios
with high mobility, as occurring today on the Internet.
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• Related Work.
• Summary.
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• Chapter 5, Mobility Modelling and Anticipation. This module
introduces mobility modelling, concerning mobility models that relate
to human interaction (social mobility modelling). It also covers
mobility anticipation as an essential mobility management function
and provides an operational example of how mobility anticipation can
be useful, from a user and network perspective. The content of this
chapter covers the following aspects:

• Background on mobility modelling and anticipation. This
•

•

•
•

provides fundaments concerning mobility modelling and mobility
models; anticipation techniques; applicability environments.
A Primer on Developing Social Mobility Models. This explains
different social mobility models, which are relevant in the
context of the Internet and services to nomadic users and
provides guidelines to assist the development of more realistic
mobility models, and more realistic mobility anticipation
engines.
Mobility Anticipation. This provides notions concerning
mobility anticipation techniques and explains how such
anticipation can be provided based on both active and passive
measurement.
Related Work.
Summary.

• Chapter 6, Moving Towards Content-centric Mobility
Management. This module deals with the next steps towards global
mobility management, namely, analysing mobility management
support from an information-centric perspective, instead of from a host
reachability perspective. It is organized as follows:

• Background on Information-centric networking. This provides

fundaments on information-centric networking paradigms.
• ICN Architectural Advantages for Mobility. These highlight the
ICN architectural advantages to support mobility management.
• Mobility Management in ICN Paradigms. This explains how the
different mobility management processes are handled via
different information-centric networking solutions; how
multihoming, consumer and producer mobility is supported.
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• Guidelines. These are proposed to develop mobility models that

are information-centric, keeping design properties that allow
the automatic and seamless support of service decentralisation
and user as well as terminal mobility.
• Related Work.
• Summary.

2. THE QUEST FOR GLOBAL MOBILITY
MANAGEMENT
Internet services and models have been going through a paradigm shift,
a product of three main factors: i) widespread wireless technologies; ii)
an increasing variety of user-friendly and multimedia-enabled
terminals; and iii) the availability of open-source tools for content
generation. Together, these three factors are changing the way that
Internet services are delivered and consumed. Currently, the Internet
end-user also has a specific role in providing content as well as
connectivity, similar to occurrences in energy grids.

Today, the Internet is a complex system where heterogeneous wireless
networks complement cellular and fixed environments. Different
network architectures and protocols co-exist to provide multiple
services to end-users who have a highly nomadic lifestyle.

Moreover, such end-users often hold more than one subscription, e.g.,
at least one cellular and one fixed access subscription. Moreover, the
end-user relies on several interconnected objects. “Smart”
environments, with people-to-thing and thing-to-people communication,
bring in new requirements. For instance, these new environments
require supporting new data processing paradigms, stream processing,
filtering, aggregation, and data mining. Often, interconnected devices in
these situations are resource constrained. Low power consumption is
a firm requirement. Energy is wasted each time data are transmitted,
due to the protocol overhead, and non-optimized communication
patterns. There is an increasing demand for different Network Services,
from low data-rate non-real time to high-speed real-time applications,
in different environments, over an increasing set of heterogeneous
multimedia devices.
Therefore, future Internet architectures need to integrate properties
that allow a nomadic end-user experience for any application across
multi-access or single-access networks, if one or more operators are
involved. Hence, global mobility management, which historically started
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as a differentiating service, has become one of the most relevant
networking functions to be supported on the Internet. Still, handling
mobility management on the Internet is not trivial, due to the
heterogeneity of devices involved; providers involved; and service
requirements, as illustrated in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-1: The Internet is multi-access and heterogeneous. While on the move,
the user experiences service disruption

Currently, the most popular solutions for global mobility management
have in common a model where a centralised and static mobility anchor
point is in charge of controlling associations between previous and
current identities for a mobile node that roams across different
networks. While such a model subsisted in supporting communications
well, today it is not compatible with the variable nomadic lifestyle of
Internet users.

With technological advances such as virtualization, there are the means
to better support mobility management, in a way that best suits enduser provided services and network requirements. The ultimate
purpose is to support services with the least disruption possible, across
multi-access networks, as illustrated in Figure 2-2.
To further evolve mobility management architectures in a way that
allows them to become interoperable, and to be service-centric, there
is the need to address mobility management logical functions, and to

